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Abstract 
 
Migration of individuals allows a fruitful interaction between subpopulations in the 
island model, a well known distributed approach for evolutionary computing, where 
separate subpopulations evolve in parallel. This model is well suited for a distributed 
environment running a Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) scheme. Here, the same 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is replicated in many processors and attempting better 
convergence, through an expected improvement on genetic diversity, selected 
individuals are exchanged periodically. For exchanging, an individual is selected from a 
source subpopulation and then exported towards a target subpopulation.  Usually, the 
imported string is accepted on arrival and then inserted into the target subpopulation. 
Our earlier experiments on controlled migration showed an improvement on results 
when contrasted against those obtained by conventional migration approaches. 
This paper describes extended implementations of alternative strategies to oversee 
migration in asynchronous schemes for an island model and enlarges a previous work 
on three processors with a set of softer testing functions [9]. All of them try to decrease 
the risk of premature convergence. A first strategy attempts to prevent unbalanced 
propagation of genotypes by applying an acceptance threshold parameter to each 
incoming string. A second one permits independent evolution of subpopulations and 
acts only when a possible stagnation is detected. In such  condition an attempt to 
evade falling towards a local optimum is done by inserting an expected dissimilar 
individual to improve genetic diversity. A third alternative strategy combines both 
previous mentioned strategies. The results presented are those obtained  on the 
functions that showed to be more difficult for the island model using a replication of a 
simple GA. A description of the corresponding system architecture supporting the PGA 
implementation is described and results for the parallel distributed approach among 3, 
6 and 12 processors is discussed. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Parallel genetic algorithms (PGAs), attempt to exploit the intrinsically parallel nature of 
genetic algorithms. In his first work Holland [5] recognised the parallel nature of the 
reproductive paradigm and the intrinsic efficiency of parallel processing. 
A particular subclass of the Levine’s [7] taxonomy of parallel genetic algorithms are the 
Coarse Grained Parallel Genetic Algorithm (CGPGA). Here, the entire population is 
compounded of a number of subpopulations distributed among multiple processors. 
Each processor runs a sequential GA on their own subpopulation and interact 
exchanging chromosomes. In this manner, each subpopulation explores a different 
area of the searching space, maintains its high fitness individual (elitism) and carry out 
its migration to other subpopulations. 
CGPGAs can be further classified according to the migration scheme, interconnection 
topology and homogeneity of processing nodes (Shyh-Chang Lin [10]). 
Chromosome migration is a key characteristic of CGPGA which helps to maintain 
genetic diversity by inserting strings arriving from separately evolved subpopulations. A 
migration scheme, determines how frequently and under which time constraints string 
exchange is made. 
Asynchronous migration schemes are well suited for a network of workstations where 
dissimilar computer architectures and workloads cause different evolution speeds. In 
this case migration is allowed at any moment independently of the evolution state of 
subpopulations. This asynchronous behaviour reflects the kind of migration that, in 
fact, happens in nature where diverse populations have distinct evolution paces. 
Interconnectivity of processing nodes determines which nodes are considered as the 
neighbours of a particular one, for string exchanging. Interconnection schemes can be 
subdivided into two main groups: static and dynamic. 
In a static interconnection scheme, node connections are defined at the beginning of 
the run and once for all. In a dynamic interconnection scheme the initial topology may  
be modified during execution. 
Homogeneity in parallel genetic algorithms refers to the similitude of the GAs running 
in different nodes. In an homogeneous CGPGA model the GA executed in each 
processor have the same parameters set, genetic operators and objective function 
while in an heterogeneous CGPGA model any of this features can be different. 
The island model has been extensively investigated by many researchers, initially by 
Tanese [11] and Cohoon et al. [3] and others, and more recently by Whitley [12] and 
Belding [2]. Another work [8] on PGAs implementation, corroborated that, usually, 
asynchronous schemes behave better than synchronous schemes in a distributed 
system of workstations running popular test functions. 
The present work shows the outcomes of asynchronous migration schemes when 
migration is controlled, in an attempt to prevent premature convergence. The control is 
carried on by an acceptance threshold parameter, a dynamic arbiter which decides at 
migration time according to the progress of evolution or a combination of both previous 
strategies. Some details on implementation are also discussed. Results in network of 
3, 6 and 12 nodes are discussed. 
 
2. THE SYSTEM SUPPORTING PGA EXECUTION 
 
To support parallel execution of GAs a Single Program Multiple Data approach (Foster 
[4]) resulted appropriate. The corresponding architecture is shown in figure 1. 
After specifying a number of input parameters to begin execution of a PGA,  the initial 
process in each processor forks once. The parent process will be responsible of GA 
execution and of requesting of migration services. The child process will be in charge 
of managing arrival of chromosomes from remote processors, forwarding them to the 
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parent process  (importing), and sending local migrating chromosomes throughout the 
net to other subpopulations (exporting). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. EXPERIMENTS DESCRIPTION 
 
A large set of runs were performed for our experiments. To achieve subpopulations 
interaction, with and without migration arbitration, sets of 3, 6 and 12 real and virtual 
processors were used. The island model was run on the set of test functions indicated  
below, solving optimisation problems.  (See the appendix  on fitness landscapes) 
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f3: Schaffer’s  Function F6 
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Fig. 1. System Architecture to Support  
Migration 
This is done by using Interprocess 
Communications Primitives (IPCPs) and 
Application Program Interfaces (APIs).Two 
primary processes, send_chromosomes and 
receive_chromosomes are the main components 
implementing the interaction with other processes 
of the distributed system. Because the local area 
network is highly reliable and small amount of 
data is transmitted each time, these routines use 
a socket interface and a connectionless protocol 
(UDP) to minimise communication overhead.  
Sending and receiving chromosomes need 
synchronisation. A class of non blocking IPCP 
was used in order to allow progressing the GA 
even if chromosomes did not yet arrived from 
remote processors. (Arredondo et al [1]). 
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f4: Shubert's Function 
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f5: Highly multimodal Michalewickz’s function 
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As the modality of a fitness landscape is related to the difficulty of finding the best point 
on that landscape (Horn and Goldberg [6]) we decided to work on a subset of testing 
functions providing an scope of dissimilar modality on their fitness landscapes. 
Functions f1 and f2 are unimodal, and f3, f4 and f5 are multimodal. Also, to follow the 
Withley et al. proposal [13], some of them are nonlinear, nonseparable functions of 
distinct difficulty. It is worth saying that the Volcano function was devised to be a much 
harder variation of the Easom’s function. 
To isolate the effects of the controlled migration schemes, in all cases homogeneous-
asynchronous schemes were run, with a simple GA for each subpopulation applying, 
proportional selection, elitism, one-point crossover and bit-swap mutation on a 
population of 50 individuals. Typical values for probabilities of crossover and mutation 
were used. 
 
4.   ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES FOR MIGRATION 
 
To favor genetic exchange between subpopulations  the asynchronous scheme, under 
these strategies, allowed the same prefixed number of chromosome migrations 
(exporting) from each processor. Therefore, different migration intervals were defined 
for each workstation.  
To prevent loss of genetic diversity , when choosing a “victim” for replacement, we used 
a policy consisting in a random selection of two candidate strings which then were 
subjected to a probabilistic tournament for  ultimate decision [7]. 
 
Maximum Gap Allowed  Strategy (MGAS) 
 
The rational for this strategy relies in some unexpected behaviour encountered during 
the tuning of the model under a simple static scheme which exported an individual to a 
predefined neighbour in a ring topology. The interaction of subpopulations was done 
via the migration of the best individual, which always was accepted on arrival. 
Incidentally, running the model on f5  , it was detected that a high performer migrating 
string from workstation W2 (slower) had a fitness value of 38.19 while the 
corresponding value for the best individual of the supposedly more evolved population 
on W1
When we are dealing with asynchronous migration, the insertion of differently evolved 
(time-aged) strings is likely to favor genetic diversity. But also, because subpopulations 
 (faster) was 35.95. This was the appealing fact to think about an strategy for 
avoiding premature convergence by adding a new parameter θ in the model. 
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evolve at different speeds at least two extreme consequences of migration can be 
expected: 
 
• The incoming individual was originated in a low evolved population. Depending on 
the population size, evolution level and selection scheme we can expect a null or 
slight influence of the new arrived string on global fitness but also a beneficial 
contribution to maintain or increase genetic diversity. This helps to explore new 
searching areas. 
  
• The incoming string arrives from a high evolved population and is close to a local 
optima. In this case if the gap between the fitness of the new individual and that of 
the best local individual is very large then a risk of premature convergence can 
arise. 
 
In order to avoid premature convergence, by contagion, the MGAS strategy was 
devised. For this strategy a parameter θ, called maximum gap allowed, was defined as 
the maximum (percentile) difference accepted between the best local individual fitness 
and the incoming string fitness. So, the local GA executing in the destination node 
decides to accept or reject the imported string. Therefore, if the external string is 
superior than the best local individual beyond a certain threshold θ it will be rejected, 
otherwise it will be inserted into the subpopulation. In other words,  if the following 
acceptance criteria (θ test) holds: 
 
fitnessexternal - fitness local
 
 ≤  θ   (0 ≤  θ ≤ 1) 
then accept insertion of the incoming string, otherwise reject string.  
By using this strategy the influence of high evolved external strings was decreased 
and, consequently,  the risk of falling into local optimum also declined. 
The interconnectivity scheme used under this strategy was that of an static logical ring 
(the neighbour of node i is node(i+1) mod n
 
 , if the number of processors is n). 
Dynamic Arbiter Strategy (DAS) 
 
Under DAS a global arbiter resolves if a migrated chromosome should be inserted or 
not into some subpopulation. This decision is based on the knowledge the arbiter has 
about the evolutive progress of subpopulations, hence exerting a sort of dynamic 
convergence control. 
At migration time, under this strategy, instead of exporting a single chromosome to its 
neighbour, the process managing the chromosome exchange in each node exports a 
packet to the arbiter containing  the following data structure: 
 
Subpop struct: 
source node address, 
best individual chromosome, 
worst individual chromosome, 
best individual fitness, 
worst individual fitness, 
subpopulation mean fitness 
 
 
 
On its side, at each migration arrival, the arbiter updates information about the best 
and worst global individuals and subpopulation fitness. Also, information about the best 
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individual of the first migration is maintained on hand. This is supported through the 
following internal data structures: 
 
Arbiter struct I: 
best global   (fitness,chromosome,owner host) 
worst global (fitness,chromosome,owner host) 
best first migrated (fitness,chromosome,owner host) 
 
Arbiter struct II: 
Subpop1
Subpop
 mean fitness 
2
... 
 mean fitness 
Subpopn
 
 mean fitness 
In more detail, when the arbiter receives a packet, from the source, the following 
actions take place: 
 
• If it is the case of the first migration then updates its internal data structures.  
• Otherwise, updates its internal data structures and to determine4
• If they stay similar (possible search stagnation) a migration of an individual to 
the source subpopulation will take place. 
 the progress of the 
evolutive process, compares the current value of the mean fitness of source 
subpopulation with the last updated corresponding value and, 
• Otherwise (search improves results) no action take place. 
 
To determine which individual to migrate the following criteria was adopted: 
 
if the best global individual does not reside in the 
   source subpopulation  
     then migrate the best global individual 
     else migrate the worst global individual 
 
Giving to the arbiter the faculty to migrate, or not, a global individual (originated in any 
node) to the source node results in a dynamic interconnection scheme. See figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Combined MGA-DA Strategy (CMGA-DAS) 
 
                                                          
4 Other criteria to establish population evolution progress are also being implemented. 
Arbiter 
  node 1 
  node n 
  node 2 
 • • • 
Fig. 2.  Interconnectivity through Arbiter 
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Finally, the combined application of both previous strategies was also examined by 
simply adding to DAS the acceptance criteria imposed by θ. So, the migration criteria 
applied for this strategy was: 
 
if the best global individual resides in the source 
    subpopulation  
  then migrate the worst global individual 
  else if  θ test holds for the  best global individual  
             then migrate the best global individual 
             else if  θ test holds for the  best first  
                        migrated individual 
                         then migrate the best first  
                                 migrated individual5
                         else migrate the worst global  
 
                                individual 
 
5. RESULTS 
 
In this section we will show some results obtained when using the three above 
mentioned strategies and contrast them against the simple static scheme, on each 
function . 
Experiments included three alternative sets of values for crossover and mutation 
probabilities: 
 
S1 with Pcross = 0.50  and  Pmut
S
 = 0.005 
2 with Pcross = 0.65  and  Pmut
S
 = 0.001 , and  
3 with Pcross = 0.65  and  Pmut
 
 = 0.005 
For those experiments using θ a value of 0.05 was used. 
According to the number of processors the following number of generations were 
assigned ; 
 
1 24,000 (the sequential GA) 
3   8,000 
6   4,000 
12   2,000 
 
the single processor case, Sequential Genetic Algorithm, (SGA) was included to be 
contrasted with those in parallel (PGA). In the latter case each node exported 10 
individuals per run.  
After the runs were completed, mean values for the following relevant performance 
variables were determined: 
 
 
Optimal Hits = (# optimal hits / # runs) 
It is the hit ratio to find the optimal solution, all over the total number of runs. 
 
 
Ebest = (opt_val - best value / opt_val)100 
It is the percentile error of the best found individual when compared with opt_val6
                                                          
5 The best first migrated individual is a good intermediate value which contributes to genetic 
diversity. 
. It gives 
us a measure of how far are we from that opt_val.  
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The following tables and graphs show a report of experimental results. All the values in 
the tables are mean values obtained from the multiple run series. 
 
5.1 Unimodal Functions 
 
f1: Easom's Function 
 
S1: Pcross = 0.50 , Pmut
 
 = 0.005 
 
Ebest values 
#nodos Static MGAS DAS CMGA-DAS 
3 0.021795 0.014531 0.017298 0.018336 
6 0.0089957 0.0076117 0.013147 0.011763 
12 0.0051896 0.0017298 0.0096873 0.0031201 
1 0.021450 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Ebest values for function f1 
 
Optimal Hits 
#nodos Static MGAS DAS CMGA-DAS 
3 0.28 0.46 0.36 0.3 
6 0.56 0.66 0.41 0.55 
12 0.75 0.90 0.56 0.83 
1 0.20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Optimal Hits for function f1 
 
In the above figures and tables it can be observed that Ebest (from 0.02% to 0.002%) 
and Optimal Hits (from 28% to 90%) attain better values as the number of processors 
are augmented. About strategies, those using the threshold parameter θ, MGAS and 
CMGA-DAS, show better performance. 
                                                                                                                                                                          
6opt_val is the known, or estimated, optimum value. 
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Similar results were found with parameter set S3. However when S2 is used it cannot 
be observed a regular behaviour of the performance variables under any strategy. 
Consequently it can be concluded that for the Easom’s function low mutation 
probabilities leads to poor convergence (eg;Ebest values range between 13% and 26% 
and Optimal Hits varied from 11% to 25%). 
 
f2: Volcano function 
 
Results are reported for S3 parameter set . Similar outcomes were obtained under S1. 
Using S2 the function was extremely hard and never a near optimal value was reached 
under any strategy. 
 
S3: Pcross = 0.65  and  Pmut
 
 = 0.005 
Ebest values 
#nodos Static MGAS DAS CMGA-DAS 
3 1.6784 4.1743 7.5211 3.3396 
6 16.688 1.6997 4.1702 3.3382 
12 9.1748 9.1800 7.5117 4.0713 
1 0.011072 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Ebest values for function f2 
 
Optimal Hits 
#nodos Static MGAS DAS CMGA-DAS 
3 0.68 0.73 0.71 0.71 
6 0.41 0.65 0.83 0.78 
12 0.46 0.46 0.53 0.63 
1 0.73 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Optimal Hits for function f2 
High Ebest values come from those individuals who did not fall into the “hole”. The 
Volcano function is hardest to optimise than the Easom’s function and the best values 
are obtained with lesser number of processors, possibly, because in this case a 
greater number of generations are performed. Optimal Hits achieve a maximum value 
(83%) under DAS and 6 processors. 
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For this reason a set of new experiments were performed with the Volcano function 
allowing 24000 generations in all processors. A summary is following on: 
 
S3: Pcross = 0.65  and  Pmut
 
 = 0.005 
Ebest values 
#nodos Static MGAS DAS CMGA-DAS 
3 1.6784 0.0048434 0.0076116 1.6715 
6 0.84164 0.0 0.0069196 0.0 
12 0.0027680 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1 0.011072 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7. Ebest values for function f2 (24000 gen) 
 
 
Optimal Hits 
#nodos Static MGAS DAS CMGA-DAS 
3 0.68 0.92 0.83 0.88 
6 0.81 1.0 0.85 1.0 
12 0.93 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1 0.73 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8. Optimal Hits for function f2 (24000 gen) 
 
In this case the above figures and tables indicates that better performance is achieved 
for large number of processors and generations where the number of Optimal Hits 
reach a 100% (the optimum was found on each run). Again strategies MGAS and 
CMGA-DAS perform better for any number of processors. 
 
5.2 Multimodal Functions 
 
f3: Schaffer function F6 
 
S1: Pcross = 0.50 , Pmut
 
 = 0.005 
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Ebest values 
#nodos Static MGAS DAS CMGA-DAS 
3 0.065577 0.050912 0.062380 0.055839 
6 0.049241 0.047628 0.042701 0.047599 
12 0.021350 0.032847 0.032849 0.042672 
1 0.073876 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9. Ebest values for function f3 
 
Optimal Hits 
#nodos Static MGAS DAS CMGA-DAS 
3 0.53 0.48 0.41 0.43 
6 0.55 0.51 0.56 0.56 
12 0.78 0.66 0.65 0.60 
1 0.30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 10. Optimal Hits for function f3 
 
For parameter sets S1 and S3 the behaviour showed by the PGA was similar. Ebest 
values  under any of the three proposed strategies are better than those under the 
static (no controlled) strategy, except for 12 nodes were the latter was better. Optimal 
Hits values were in general better under the Static strategy. Both performance 
variables improve as the number of nodes incremented. This function showed to be 
one of the most difficult multimodal functions. Values with the S2 set are not so good 
as with S1 or S3. Mutation plays also an important role on this landscape. Here the 
main hole must be found in the way to the optimum.  
 
f4: Shubert's Function 
 
S1: Pcross = 0.50 , Pmut
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 = 0.005 
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12 5.0545E-09 6.4626E-09 6.3455E-09 6.1927E-09 
1 9.2404E-09 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 11. Ebest values for function f4 
 
 
Optimal Hits 
#nodos Static MGAS DAS CMGA-DAS 
3 0.10 0.15 0.08 0.20 
6 0.16 0.15 0.20 0.22 
12 0.18 0.14 0.15 0.20 
1 0.13 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 12. Optimal Hits for function f4 
 
 
Even if the number of Optimal Hits is low for function f4 Ebest values are quite good. 
This means that the fitness landscape is hard to prevent finding the optimum during a 
PGA run but on the other hand near optimal solutions are feasibly reached. Using the 
S2 set results are poorer (for both Ebest and Optimal Hits), than those obtained with 
the other two parameters sets. 
 
f5: Highly multimodal Michalewickz’s function 
 
S3: Pcross = 0.65  and  Pmut
 
 = 0.005 
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3 3.2840E-03 3.2840E-03 3.2840E-03 1.9349E-03 
6 1.3683E-03 5.4734E-04 0.0 2.7367E-04 
12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1 2.4630E-03 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 13. Ebest values for function f5 
 
Optimal Hits 
#nodos Static MGAS DAS CMGA-DAS 
3 0.80 0.80 0.83 0.86 
6 0.92 0.97 1.0 0.98 
12 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1 0.85 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 14. Optimal Hits for function f5 
 
For function f5 the best values were attained. For parameter sets S1 and S3 the 
proposed strategies outperformed the static alternative. The values are improving as 
long as the number of processors is increased arriving to a 100% of optimal values 
found when the number of processors is 12. Using S2, even though the values 
observed are not so good as with the other parameter sets, almost a 100% of optimum 
values are also found for the larger number of processors. Also here the new 
strategies outperformed the static one. 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Here we discussed the effect of three new strategies to control migration in 
asynchronous Parallel Genetic Algorithms distributed in a network of 3, 6 and 12 
processors. Results show always the outstanding performance of any asynchronous 
parallel scheme when compared with the sequential one. It is worth remarking that the 
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base for the evolutionary approach, upon which outcomes rely  here, is the weakest 
one; a simple GA. Given the difficulty showed by the selected testing functions, the 
experiments were devised with three sets of parameters in order to alter mutation and 
crossover to find  better results. Two kind of problems were addressed for 
optimisation: unimodal and multimodal.  
The Easom’s and the (hardest) Volcano functions are good representatives of the first 
class of problems; to find a needle in a haystack. For them, MGAS and CMGA-DAS 
were the strategies showing better performance. Even if DAS did not show better 
behaviour than the Static one we must remember that the determination of the 
convergence is made via a very simple means; mean population fitness. Another 
method is now being implemented to measure diverse degrees of convergence for 
future studies. In every case Optimal Hits increases accordingly with increments in the 
number of processor, arriving to 90% under MGAS for 12 nodes. The Volcano function 
definitively needs a much greater number of generations and when this is allowed very 
good results are obtained in either variable for 6 and 12 processors. As a conclusion, 
for hard unimodal functions, it is observed that those strategies using the parameter θ 
outperform the remaining strategies. 
For the second class of problems, difficult highly multimodal functions of varied 
landscapes were chosen. Here there cannot be detected a clear preeminence of one 
strategy over the others but, in general, the proposed strategies show better 
behaviours than the Static strategy on either variable. Always the performance 
variables values were better with parameters set S1 and S3. This result reinforce the 
assumption that higher values of Pmut
Finally we want to remark that PGAs implementation are notably superior than SGA 
implementation in either aspect; quality of results and processing time. These results 
are even improved by using the strategies proposed in this paper. 
 helps the searching process for hard functions. 
In view of these promising results, which where obtained using the simplest GA model, 
new experiments for more complex and varied migration-controlled strategies are 
being devised. 
Addressing to tune selective pressure and to increase the contribution to genetic 
diversity, in future work, these experiments will run under hybrid schemes combining 
diverse crossover and selection methods. 
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